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As soon as Wendy hung up the phone, with a cruel streak on her face, made another call, and gave her 
orders to the person on the other end. 
 
During the weekend, Wendy drove to Melody’s home early in the morning. 
 
Melody was still having breakfast, and when she saw the young woman arrive, a smile appeared on her 
face. “Why so early? Have you eaten anything? Would you like to join me for breakfast?” 
 
Wendy shook her head. “It’s alright, I came here specially to pick you up.” 
 
Hearing this, Melody did not push further and chatted with Wendy while eating. 
 
After breakfast, Wendy and Melody went to Commercial street. 
 
“Auntie, how is Estie’s situation recently?” On the way, Wendy casually asked about Little Estie. “I’m 
very worried about her, but I haven’t had a chance to see her since that day.” 
 
Speaking of Little Estie, Melody’s expression became slightly heavy. “Estie was frightened from the 
disappearance, and her emotions had been a little unstable recently. I really don’t know what else to 
do.” 
 
Little Estie’s speech issues have been going on for many years, in the words of a psychiatrist the little 
girl’s symptoms are not congenital, and the possibility of recovery is very high, only if she is willing to 
cooperate with the treatment. 
 
Over the years, her condition has not improved. It was obvious, Estie herself is unwilling to cooperate. 
 
There was no progress until that woman Rosalie appeared. 
 
Melody always felt that the little one was unwilling to cooperate with the treatment only due to the lack 
of maternal love. 
 
Therefore, for Estie’s sake, she has been urging Byron to marry Wendy as soon as possible, so that a 
woman can take care of the little girl, allowing the child to have a mother. 
 
The little girl finally got better not too long ago, but because of the disappearance, she regressed to her 
original state… 
 
Furthermore, Melody did not want Estie to have contact with that Jacobs woman. 
 
She still felt that her son should be with Wendy, then only she would feel relieved. 
 
Thinking of this, Melody glanced at Wendy graciously. 
 
When Wendy met her gaze, she put on a remorseful performance at the right time. “It’s all my fault, 
Estie’s has gotten better before this. No wonder 
 



 
Byron has always been reluctant to be with me, I’m too careless around children.” 1 
 
With just a few words, she attributed the reason for the disappearance mainly to her carelessness. 
 
After speaking, Wendy observed Melody’s expression from the corner of her eye. 
 
Melody noticed that Wendy was still taking responsibility for everything over the past many days. She 
frowned angrily. “What you did was right. And why is Byron living with that Jacobs woman? You’re doing 
it for their own good too, it’s just that Estie’s too stubborn because we pampered her.” 
 
When she realized Melody did not blame her at all, Wendy smirked, and quickly put on a benevolent 
expression, she agreed. “It’s okay for a girl to be rich and pampered, not to mention that Estie is so 
sweet and adorable. If I have a daughter like Estie, I will spoil her to the high heavens.” 
 
From these words, Melody felt that Wendy would take good care of Estie in the future, she felt 
reassured. ” Don’t worry, in my heart, you are Estie’s future mother. Don’t worry about Byron, I will 
have a good chat with him.” 
 
Wendy smiled but did not speak. 
 
She no longer had much hope for Melody’s so-called chat with Byron. 
 
The man heeding advice would be a rare occurrence. 
 
If she wants to achieve her goal, she can only rely on herself. 
 


